SPORTING A MODERN, STREAMLINED APPEARANCE, VERSESSIBLE CAPACITIVE TOUCH KEYS ARE A TOP CONTENDER FOR REPLACING OUTDATED MECHANICAL SWITCHES AND KNOB CONTROLS IN CONSUMER ELECTRONICS, APPLIANCES, AUTOMOTIVE AND INDUSTRIAL APPLICATIONS. A RISING NUMBER OF MARKETS AND APPLICATIONS FOR CAPACITIVE SENSING HAS YIELDED EXCITING ADVANCES IN ECONOMICAL, HIGH-PERFORMING CAPACITIVE SWITCH SOLUTIONS.

CAPACITIVE SENSING TECHNOLOGIES USE AN ELECTRICAL FIELD TO DETECT CONDUCTIVE OBJECTS ENTERING THE SWITCH FIELD. AT THE TOUCH OF A FINGER, THE SWITCH RECOGNIZES A CHANGE IN CAPACITANCE, INDICATING ACTUATION. TOUCH DISPLAYS ARE MANUFACTURED ON A PRINTED CIRCUIT BOARD (PCB), POLYIMIDE OR POLYESTER CIRCUITS FOR DIRECT CONTACT WITH FLAT OR CURVED SURFACES. DETERMINING THE BEST SUBSTRATE AND COMBINATION OF TECHNOLOGIES IS BEST ADDRESSED AT THE START OF A PROJECT. EACH OPTION BRINGS UNIQUE ADVANTAGES AND OPERATIONAL LIMITATIONS, AND USES DIFFERENT MATERIALS AND PROCESSES.

AS TOUCH-BASED APPLICATIONS HAVE PROLIFERATED, TECHNOLOGIES BUILT AROUND INDIUM TIN OXIDE (ITO), WITH ITS INHERENT WEAKNESSES (BRITTLE, INFLEXIBLE, HIGHLY REFLECTIVE, AND COSTLY TO PATTERN), PROMPTED A SEARCH FOR ALTERNATIVE MATERIALS THAT COULD OFFER ACCEPTABLE OPTICAL CLARITY, RESISTIVITY AND EASY PROCESSING AT A LOWER OVERALL APPLICATION COST. AMONG THOSE ALTERNATIVE MATERIALS, CONDUCTIVE POLYMERS ARE GAINING TRACTION AS A REPLACEMENT TECHNOLOGY FOR ITO-BASED DESIGNS. AN ACRONYM FOR THE CHEMICAL NAME POLY (3, 4-ETHYLENEDI-OXYTHIOPHENE), PEDOT EMERGED AS ONE OF THE MOST PROMISING MATERIALS IN CAPACITIVE SWITCH DESIGN. A TRANSPARENT ORGANIC POLYMER WITH CONDUCTIVITY PROPERTIES, PEDOT IS PROVING A COST-EFFECTIVE AND ACCEPTABLE REPLACEMENT TECHNOLOGY FOR ITO TRANSPARENT FILM IN AN EVER-INCREASING RANGE OF APPLICATIONS.

ADDITIVE VS. SUBTRACTIVE. THE FACT THAT COPPER AND ITO-BASED TOUCH DISPLAYS COST MORE TO PRODUCE THAN PEDOT-BASED TOUCH KEYS IS A REFLECTION OF THE INHERENT DIFFERENCES IN MATERIALS AND MANUFACTURING PROCESSES OF THE RESPECTIVE TECHNOLOGIES. WHILE PEDOT IS AN ADDITIVE PROCESS, THE OTHER TECHNOLOGIES ARE SUBTRACTIONAL PROCESSES REQUIRING THE ETCHING AWAY OF UNNECESSARY MATERIAL. ANY SUBTRACTIONAL PROCESS WILL START WITH MORE MATERIAL, REQUIRE ETCHING CHEMICALS, GENERATE WASTE, AND ADD EXTRA STEPS FOR RECLAMATION OF UNUSED MATERIAL.

CONVERSELY, PEDOT STARTS WITH INEXPENSIVE POLYESTER FILM AND ADDS THE PRINTED INK CIRCUITRY ONLY WHERE NEEDED FOR THE CAPACITIVE SWITCH CONTROLS. THE RESULT IS A MORE AFFORDABLE, ENVIRONMENTALLY FRIENDLY AND EFFICIENT MANUFACTURING PROCESS FOR DEVELOPING TOUCH SENSING KEYS AND SWITCH ASSEMBLIES.

PEDOT PROPERTIES. TWO DISTINCT PROPERTIES – TRANSPARENCY AND CONDUCTIVITY – SET PEDOT APART FROM OTHER POLYMERS. PEDOT PRINTED ON THIN TRANSPARENT POLYESTER FILM CREATES A CONDUCTIVE PATTERN FOR PLACEMENT OF CAPACITIVE KEYS ON A NON-METALLIC FLAT SURFACE. THIS DIFFERENTIATES A CAPACITIVE SWITCH ASSEMBLY FROM FULL-SCREEN TOUCH TECHNOLOGIES, SUCH AS SMARTPHONES WHERE THE ENTIRE SCREEN SURFACE IS CONDUCTIVE.

TRADITIONALLY, A PCB OR COPPER CIRCUITRY WAS MANDATORY FOR SOLDERED COMPONENTS. HIGH-TEMPERATURE SOLDERING HAS NOT ALWAYS BEEN POSSIBLE WHEN WORKING WITH A POLYESTER SUBSTRATE DUE TO THE RISK OF MELTING. LOW-TEMPERATURE SOLDERING PROCESSES NOW MAKE IT POSSIBLE TO INCORPORATE CHIPS AND OTHER FINE-PITCH MINIATURE ELECTRONICS DIRECTLY ON THE PEDOT-BASED POLYESTER SUBSTRATE. THE FIXED CONDUCTIVE SURFACE MAKES WEAR VIRTUALLY NONEXISTENT.

PEDOT MATERIAL IS RECOMMENDED FOR USE ONLY IN TRANSPARENT AREAS OF A POLYESTER SUBSTRATE. ANOTHER ADDITIVE PROCESS, SILVER INK, CAN BE USED IN AREAS REQUIRING HIGHER ELECTRICAL PERFORMANCE. CURED PEDOT POLYMER HAS A SUBTLE GRAY-BLUE TINT. THE DISCOLORATION MAKES IT UNSUITABLE FOR HIGH-RESOLUTION APPLICATIONS. HOWEVER, THE POLYMER IS A SOLID OPTION FOR VIRTUALLY ANY LOW-RESOLUTION APPLICATION WITH FIXED BACKLIT KEYS.
BACKLIT TOUCH DISPLAYS.
Backlighting plays an important role in the aesthetics and functionality of capacitive switches. Lower cost, high-efficiency LEDs generate very little heat and adapt well for most capacitive switch designs. Backlit displays feel sharper and enhance a product’s visual appeal. A transparent PEDOT circuit offers a blank slate, giving a design team optimal freedom to customize light-guided functions in ways that would be impossible in the same space using standard mechanical switches.

Whether operating keys on a touch screen in a passenger car or on an industrial machine control panel, end-users expect intuitive touch key prompts, setup and controls. Deployed strategically, lighting can create maximum impact, while drawing attention to key functions and guiding a user by visually identifying available options at each step via multi-color lights or contrasting lighting intensity.

POSITIVE FEEDBACK. Consumers want cars, dishwashers, fitness equipment, and thermostats that are more like their smartphones. They shop looking for “bang for the buck” in terms of added-value features. Sluggish or unresponsive touch screen switches are a nonstarter – frustrating manufacturers and their customers.

PEDOT improves sensing capabilities through thicker materials and can enhance capacitive sensing signal integrity and robustness of the circuit and surface. OEM customer feedback reveals some end-users report marked improvements in touch screen sensitivity and responsiveness using device controls featuring PEDOT-based capacitive switch assemblies.

PEDOT offers flexibility and good adhesion qualities for longevity and multiple cycles. The low-temperature processing enables easy application and lowers overall production costs. From a design standpoint, PEDOT provides a versatile tool with a host of advantages:

• Single capacitive switch can replace functionality of multiple mechanical buttons.
• Touch control modality easily configured and customized.
• Aesthetic appeal of sleek touch screen designs.
• Meets stringent automotive industry requirements.
• Enhanced functionality, interaction for end-users – at a lower price point for OEMs.

PEDOT technology provides approximately 90 to 95% transparency of ITO with slightly lower overall performance. However, the cost savings and other positive properties can be a winner in many touch key applications. More costly and brittle, ITO does not permit much flex without causing damage, whereas PEDOT is flexible, making it more versatile for user interface design. The technology offers numerous advantages to traditional mechanical and PCB capacitive switches.

The possibilities for incorporating user-friendly controls and icons onto PEDOT-based switches are virtually limitless. And all PEDOT circuits are custom-designed to the specifications for an application.